


effort to hurt me and my original counsel. No other purose can be served and they 

are not oven able to file their Vaughn index now, so they've gained absolutely nothing 

and aside from extrorting money from me they have nothing at all to show or evwen to 

claim to be able to show for two or more years of costly litigation hich has also 

burdened the courts needlessly. I tink that even fink courts won't like that. I also 

think that having this kind of thing in the deposition records can be invaluables 

I don't see how his approach can help me at all because + don". see how it can 

lead to a reversal of any kind, even though he visualizes going up on appeal alaine 

All the time they are spending in depositions and before courts and in appeals they 

will seek to charge against me, so the more he does without reversing or getting into 

a position to reverse merely runs the charges against ne up. He is, as I understand 

it, without any explanation from him, addressing only the legitimacy of the charges 

before the district court where they have no supporting time records. 1 see it as 

spending a dollar to save a penny. 

If and when it goes up on appeal agein, the kind of material I want in the 

record of the depositions can be of great importance to have for some perhaps 

interested clerk to read and might present problems for the fink district court judge 

now if anything can present him with what he'll regard as a probleme 

I didn't argue another point but it seems to me that when the question is the 

legitimatty of the claim is the question before the district court now and there is 

an adverse witness, anything in any waif addressing the Igzitimacy of the claim is 

not inappropriate. It also appears to me that this should suggest itself to a lawyer 

and that even he has some questions about it ought not avoid or ignore ite 

Maybe I'm wrong but I think that I'm not, particularly becuse this is a 

political matter and transparently a matter of vengeancees 

5/11- I've heard nothing more, nothing about the 5/9 deposition. 

I saw ny original lawyer briefly when I was in D.C. 5/3 for the usual surgical 

check (OK) and we had a short mecting.e He is represented by the Nader law group and 

its counsel, meaning his, asked jin not to attend th: deposi tlone 

Best wishes,


